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ABSTRACT: In the aftermath of the Tunisian uprising, Leftist militants have been defined as secular fundamentalists for
their staunch opposition to the Islamist and Salafi movements. The role of Islam and the shari‘a in the public sphere has
been harshly disputed and peaceful coexistence put at risk. The cultural cleavage so often evoked by media and analysts
actually conceals the nuanced and varied approach to Islam.
This paper aims to delve into the current conflict from a historical viewpoint by investigating Tunisian secularist activism. In
the Muslim world, a debate on Islam and Marxism thrived in the 1950s and 1960s and in the same period an ideological
tendency aiming to conciliate Islam and Socialism came to the surface. Such ideas echoed in Tunisia, notably during the
revisionist period of the 1980s.
The Tunisian Left will be situated within this ideological landscape by shedding light on its specificity. Attention will be given
to its relationship with the reformist and popular tradition, and to convergences with the Islamist movement (notably the
Islamist Left). Even if involved in international networks and campaigns, Leftist militants in Tunisia have been deeply rooted
in (and concerned by) the national context, its cultural features and internal challenges. Nonetheless, they remained a
minor force perceived as exogenous.
This presentation will focus on the ideological and practical patterns of the Tunisian Communists under Bourghiba’s regime
(1956-1987). President Habib Bourghiba fostered secularist politics that meant to control religious institutions and make
modern citizens of Tunisian people. The Communists’ approach to this authoritarian version of secularism will be also
examined so as to highlight its multiple facets in the Tunisian environment. Atheism and anticonservatism coexisted within
the Communist Party along with more accommodating stances.
Sources from public and private archives (Archives de la Seine-Saint Denis – Paris, Archives Habib Kazdaghli and Archives
Jamil Hayder – Tunis) will be analysed, as well as memoirs, interviews, newspapers and reviews .
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